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Latina/o Aesthetics in the American South 
 My thesis is an exploration of Latina/o aesthetics in the American South, focusing on 
North Carolina.  The purpose served by my thesis project is two-fold.  The first is an attempt at 
contributing to a more nuanced visual archive of Latina/os in the U.S. South.  The second is a 
reconsideration of documentary as a style, rather than a genre, while retaining the theoretical 
underpinning of the genre.   
 While these two concepts may at first only seem obliquely related, they’re both subsumed 
by the concept of the neobaroque.  For those unfamiliar with the term neobaroque, its usage of 
parody, irony, and quotation may initially be seen as a redundant term for postmodernism.  
However, the neobaroque has an international origin, popping up around the world at different 
moments of transnational contact, while postmodernism as a period and style is the latest 
iteration of Western-centric modernism. 
 The impetus for my thesis stemmed from growing up in an environment where 
farmworkers, construction workers, housekeepers, and landscapers had all become metonyms for 
Latina/o identity in North Carolina.  But the way in which these stories were being 
visually documented seemed to follow the tropes of liberal documentary that Martha Rosler 
characterized as, “poverty and oppression are almost invariably equated with misfortunes caused 
by natural disasters: Causality is vague, blame is not assigned, fate cannot be overcome.  Liberal 
documentary blames neither the victims nor their willful oppressors” (Rosler 179).  Do I 
discount that many Latina/os find themselves in bleak situations of socioeconomic 
determinism?  No.  Nor do I fully believe that liberal documentary simply reinforces the 
inescapability of oppression.  Rather, the problem is that the picture liberal documentary paints is 
incomplete.  However, knowing that the body of my work pales in scale to both current and 
potential documentary images and video related to Latina/os, my strategy is to present a new way 
of looking at the archive by both complementing and critiquing it. 
 
 
 
 To illustrate my point, Walker Evans’ most famous photograph, “Alabama Tenant 
Farmer Wife” (1936) represents the protean quality of the documentary image.  As an image 
taken for the Farm Security Administration program and published in Let Us Now Praise 
Famous Men with James Agee’s writings, the image was generally considered to appeal to U.S. 
moral sensibilities.  Walker Evans’ intent with the image, however, was not to change the world, 
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a sensibility he criticized in his contemporaries.  He had more aesthetic concerns and with that 
notion, he coined the “documentary style” (Lugon).  The characteristics of this style are iconicity 
and indexicality.  Iconicity means that the image resembles what it is.  For instance, if one takes 
a picture of a farmworker, the image produced can be easily identified as a 
farmworker.  Indexicality means that there is a physical bond or action linking the represented 
with the representation.  Both of these serve to stress the evidential status of the image.  Looking 
at an Evans’ photograph, one can see the resemblance between it and a photograph that serves 
the function of a record in a medical or governmental system.  The lighting is simple and the 
camera plane tends to be parallel with the centered subject. 
 Sherrie Levine further developed the documentary style by producing a body of work 
based on the "appropriation style.”  Levine challenged the male-dominated modernist canon 
when she photographed Evans’ images, redefining how one saw his entire body of work.  By 
photographing the works in the documentary style that Evans used, Levine moves beyond Evans’ 
images as evidence, as one reconsiders them to be vehicles for expression.  Together, Evans and 
Levine enabled documentary to serve allegorical rather than solely evidentiary functions 
(Owens). 
 Where does my work come in?  If one considers the social documentary as a historical 
signifier for the American and Global South (having its origins in the former and being pervasive 
in the history of representation of the latter), then developing a Southern Latina/o visual identity 
based on documentary formally reflects the content of the image.  In my eyes, that idea already 
redefines how to view the archive, while fitting with the conceptual underpinning of the 
neobaroque strategy of refashioning the past through cerebral parody and intellectual 
games.  This also enables one to move beyond the positivist paradigm, because one does not try 
to approximate truth based on empiricism.  Instead, one values usefulness, which has a political 
function.  “Truth” simply becomes a rhetorical strategy. 
 Another one of my influencing texts was Cuban filmmaker Julio García Espinosa’s 
thoughts on imperfect art, where art would reach its revolutionary potential when everyone was 
provided the tools to become a media producer.  That time has definitely come at least in the 
United States.  When YouTube first began, a significant amount of equipment was required to 
produce and upload videos to the website, but with the advent of cellphones and mobile apps 
such as Instagram and Snapchat, the barriers to creating and sharing documentary photography 
have been reduced tremendously.  Take these four screenshots culled from Snapchat for instance: 
 
 When I first received these images, I immediately had the gut reaction that these were 
novel and meant to be preserved.  Images like these would be the ones that define our times.  The 
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images take on certain tropes present in the selfie photography genre such as the duck face and 
the hashtag, while combining it with a subject matter that falls more into the realm of liberal 
documentary photography: the Latina/o body in the tobacco field.   
 The farmworkers differentiate themselves from stereotypical representations of Latina/os 
through their ability to communicate as digital natives do in English, which is apparent from the 
language the captions are in, but #MexicanLife denotes that these people still culturally retain the 
foreign identities of their parents regardless of their location. Also note that the captions include 
no references to the South or even the United States.  Instead these references are encoded within 
landscape, which still affects their own visual culture seen from the New York shirt the boy is 
wearing and the camouflage Carolina hat on the girl’s head.  As a result, it becomes an 
expression of the hybrid Latina/o identity. 
 But individuals are also aware of who the audience of these images is: their high school 
friends who use Snapchat.  They’re feeding them images that are supposed to be representative 
of the Latina/o population in the state.  But they’re making fun of the tropes in the process as 
well.  The caption in the third image, #TheStruggleb (the B stands for Bus) makes fun of the 
“struggle bus” saying coined by millennials to denote exhaustion with school, work, or life in 
general.  The use of the phrase in this image is shockingly biting.  It’s difficult for millennials to 
make that statement any more when confronted with images of actual teenagers working in 
tobacco fields.  
 Most intriguingly, the people in the photo have used Snapchat as a way to express a new 
kind of cultural capital—one based on both similarity and difference.  They’re aware that their 
lives aren’t typically “American” as presented by the mainstream media, but rather “Latina/o.”  
They also know that there is a novelty factor inherent to it.  What they lack in physical capital, 
they make up for by using poverty as cultural capital, a strategy Renzo Martens attempted to 
implement in the Congo in his film Enjoy Poverty.  While this could be seen as reinforcing 
stereotypes, for the farmworkers, it is also a form of coping, while gaining a benefit from a 
system meant to exploit them. 
 Thus, I began my thesis project with this idea in mind.  One of my first strategies was to 
imitate Walker Evans’ documentary style, large format camera and all.  I accentuated the 
evidential status and captured images that imitate records showing Latina/os doing actions that 
allude to what would be found in a police file: acts including violence and drugs.  However, none 
of the images overtly show this.  We inscribe these ideas onto their bodies. 
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 Black and white photography also serves as a starting point for a discussion about race 
and its relationship to color theory.  Is color missing from these images?  How does black and 
white film render mid-range skin tones?  Is color better suited?  Is black and white a method of 
reinforcing binary divisions?  It seems that the Russian filmmaker Mikhail Kalatozov had a very 
similar sentiment regarding Latin America’s visual culture when directing the 1964 film Soy 
Cuba, which used black and white infrared film to alter the way foliage looked to provide the 
illusion of color without abandoning black and white film stock. 
 Moving into color photography, the images I took changed the relationship between the 
subject and their surroundings.  Instead of visually blending into the landscape, their presence 
punctuated it.  If one considers Latina/os’ relationship to labor in the South, then they determine 
the aesthetics of the landscape in two distinct ways.  The first is through the literal construction 
and maintenance of it.  Essentially, they’re the artists of the landscape.  The second reason 
manifests itself as a result of their presence.  They bring the traditions of their origin countries to 
places like North Carolina, which affect the aesthetic choices marketers and advertisers use to 
attract Latina/o customers.  Color is one of the greatest barometers used to measure this effect. 
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 But along with adding color, affirmations and critiques are are included in the content of 
the images.  In the image above, the altar serves as a feminist subversion of the The Last Supper 
by Da Vinci, while also recognizing that the painting is not only as a reflection of culture, but a 
refraction as well.  The photograph mirrors both the colors and the form of the painting.   
 Taking refraction into consideration, I give my models a free printout of the image.  I 
even photograph the image again if they hung it on their wall such as in image below.  This 
allows for the political potential in mode of production of the image to manifest itself without 
undermining the value that the final image has. 
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 Another approach that I used was one in which I create a visual culture that combines 
southern and Mexican iconography.  One of these is the watermelon.  Watermelons are a historic 
part of Mexican painting.  Both Rufino Tamayo and Diego Rivera incorporated the fruit into 
their works because the colors resembled those of the Mexican flag.  I played around with this 
and went from doing a direct appropriation of Tamayo’s painting to playing around with them 
over archival images of watermelons pickers in Eastern North Carolina.  Extending these colors 
to other images creates a signature and helps communicate additional content to otherwise 
simple, yet arresting, images such as the girl in the cornfield. 
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 Moving beyond photography, I worked on four additional video pieces for this project.  I 
created two structural films and two narrative ones.  I also worked on a sculptural piece that 
incorporated documentary images. 
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 The first film, Treadmill, is a 15-minute loop of a woman running on a treadmill using a 
cheap home video camera.  The way the camera compresses space causes the two paintings on 
the wall to interact with the woman.   On the wall behind the woman is a painting of the Arizona 
desert and next to her is a lighthouse painting by the late North Carolinian artist Ivy Hayes.  Also 
significant are the colors of the woman’s clothing, which reflect the colors of the Mexican flag.  
The video illustrates the Sisyphean nature of immigration, the American dream, and even the 
utopia.  The ocean has historically been a signifier of utopia such as in the final scene of the 
Brazilian director Glauber Rocha’s Deus e o Diabo na Terra do Sol.  The protagonist reaches the 
ocean at the end of the film, but only when he finally eschewed all outside ideologies.  Likewise, 
for the woman to reach the Outer Banks, she must get off the treadmill, a stand-in for the current 
system.  Until then, she is complicit in the system.  Whether it’s possible or not to get off is 
another story. 
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 The second film, Mine Eyes Have Seen, was inspired by the notion of realism, 
specifically speculative realism.  While speculative realism attacks anthropocentrism in 
philosophy in the sense that the human rather than the non-human is always the privileged lens 
through which to study a phenomenon, I was interested in taking the tools of speculative realism 
to documentary photography, where the subject is “objectified” and rendered non-human.  What 
would it mean to embody the object?  I tried to do exactly that by attaching a GoPro camera to a 
farmworker’s head, uniting speculative realism with other themes common in both neorealism 
and social realism. 
 When discussing the Italian neorealist film, the French film critic André Bazin wrote that 
the perfect neorealist film would be a long take (80 minutes long), which I made sure to surpass 
in this film (98 minutes long).  The film also has references to social realist writing such as John 
Steinbeck’s novel The Grapes of Wrath, in both the title and content.  Finally, muscadine grapes, 
with their origin in North Carolina, serve as signifiers of the South, and coupled with migrant 
labor, bring about an entire history of American social realist writing. 
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 The third film, First (World) Love, goes beyond the American South in visual content and 
into the Global South, specifically Favela da Rocinha in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.  The love letter 
narrative imposes structure to the footage, while trying to unravel initial strategies available to 
move beyond a system in which even immigrants in the U.S. are complicit.  It takes its form 
from Soviet Montage techniques where a dialectical relationship is established between both the 
high definition footage and the emotional narrative.  The underlying question posed by the film 
is one about idealism.  Is it attainable?  Can you make somebody who “biologically” cannot love 
you back attracted to you?  Can we change an entire system that does not love us back? 
 
 
 
 The final film, Diego Saves the World, is an appropriation film that uses the footage of 
the television series Go Diego Go!, through which it attempts to illustrate my thesis.  As I narrate 
the entire film and embody different characters, the film is a conversation with myself.  It takes 
on the neobaroque word for word, culling relatively obscure texts from the canons of both 
Western and Latin American documentary histories.  The film presents a critique of “saving the 
world” by using environmental and social issues to mask a solipsistic philosophical argument. 
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 The sculptural piece consists of refillable blackberry containers imported from Mexico 
with images of victims of violence emerging after the 1990s in the country such as 
unaccompanied minor migrant deaths, drug cartel violence, feminicides, and state suppression.  
The piece shows that every action we take is a political one, which is complemented by the 
blackberries’ bittersweet taste. 
 Finally, I hope that the multiplicity of approaches that my thesis utilizes through 
documentary shows that I extend my concept of the neobaroque to my entire body of work.  It 
was a worthwhile endeavor and I expect to continue this project after graduation with much more 
polish and time.  I also don’t consider any of the pieces complete.  As they all feed off of each 
other, they will continue to grow together, and none will be complete until they all are. 
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